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Abstract
Cooperative forwarding has shown a substantial network performance improvement
compared to traditional routing in multi-hop wireless network. To further enhance the system
throughput, especially in the presence of highly congested multiple cross traffic flows, a
promising way is to incorporate the multi-radio multi-channel (MRMC) capability into
cooperative forwarding. However, it requires to jointly address multiple issues. These include
radio-channel assignment, routing metric computation, candidate relay set selection, candidate
relay prioritization, data broadcasting over multi-radio multi-channel, and best relay selection
using a coordination scheme. In this paper, we propose a simple and efficient cluster-based
cooperative data forwarding (CCDF) which jointly addresses all these issues. We study the
performance impact when the same candidate relay set is being used for multiple cross traffic
flows in the network. The network simulation shows that the CCDF with MRMC not only
retains the advantage of receiver diversity in cooperative forwarding but also minimizes the
interference, which therefore further enhances the system throughput for the network with
multiple cross traffic flows.
Keywords: Cooperative forwarding, opportunistic routing, coordination, multi-radio
multi-channel, multi-flow.
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1. Introduction

The capacity of wireless ad hoc networks is mainly limited by co-channel interference and
unreliable wireless channels. Co-channel interference can be minimized by using multi-radios
[2]. But it requires a proper channel assignment to assign different channels to use in different
nodes. A number of works focusing on channel assignment have been done for Traditional
deterministic Routings (TRs), such as DSR and AODV, for multi-radio multi-channel wireless
ad hoc networks. However, it has been proved that those TRs perform poorly under unreliable
and lossy wireless channels due to interference and multipath fading [13]. It has been shown
that cooperative forwarding, also known as opportunistic routing, can highly increase the
reliability of data communications under lossy wireless channels [14], [16]. In order to
improve the system capacity, a promising way is to employ the cooperative forwarding with
multi-radio multi-channel (MRMC) functions.
The basic idea of cooperative forwarding is to make use of receiver diversity (i.e. spatial
diversity) and provide reliable communications over long, weak wireless links. The
fundamental design components of cooperative forwarding include 1) routing metric
computation; 2) candidate relay set (CRS) selection; 3) candidate relays prioritization (CRP);
4) data broadcast to candidate relays; and 5) best relay selection using a coordination scheme.
Source selects CRS and conducts CRP before forwarding. Timer-based coordination is mostly
used in the existing works for transmission scheduling and duplicate transmission avoidance
[14], [16], [17]. During the coordination phase, the candidate nodes set a waiting delay
proportional to its priority as per CRP. Nodes have to listen higher priority nodes transmission
and discard its schedule if the same packet is being forwarded by the higher priority node.
From this coordination nature, we observe that the following problems may arise under
multiple traffic flows, especially when the same CRS is being used for different flows.
1. The forwarding node being unable to hear the higher priority node transmission
successfully due to the traffic coming from another source and therefore wrongly
believes that the higher priority node did not receive the packet, resulting in duplicate
transmissions.
2. Having multiple schedules for multiple flows and inaccuracy in scheduling due to the
unavailable medium, resulting in forwarding the same packet by different forwarding
nodes at the same time.
3. All forwarding nodes being unable to receive the data packet from the source/sender
node due to collisions, resulting in unsuccessful data delivery.
4. Unnecessarily waiting for the higher priority node transmission when it is the only
node who receives the packet correctly.
Given the advancement of wireless radios equipped with multiple interfaces working on
multiple RF channels, it is a promising way to incorporate the multi-radio multi-channel
(MRMC) capability into cooperative forwarding to further enhance the system throughput,
especially in the presence of highly congested multiple cross traffic flows. A number of works
on joint channel assignment and routing in MRMC wireless networks had been proposed for
traditional routing mechanisms [3]–[7]. In traditional routing, data forwarding takes place
between a sender and a pre-selected next-hop node. No diversity is involved. In channel
assignment for traditional routing, a pair of nodes uses orthogonal channel to other
neighbouring pairs or a set of nodes for one flow uses orthogonal channel to other nearby
flows to minimize the interference and maximize the throughput. However, in cooperative
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forwarding, it has been said that "multi-carrier utilization reduces interference, but it also
reduces the spatial diversity gain offered by cooperative forwarding, since the number of
relays operating over a common channel decreases" [17]. In [11], it is also stated that
incorporating MRMC into cooperative forwarding can be considered as a tradeoff between
multiplexing and spatial diversity and what choice the neighbouring nodes should make is
nontrivial. In [10], it is shown that traditional channel assignment does not work well in
cooperative forwarding. Therefore, in cooperative forwarding, one has to jointly address
multiple issues: radio-channel assignment, CRS selection, CRP, data broadcasting over
MRMC, and best relay selection using a coordination scheme.
From these observations, we note that no cooperative forwarding algorithm that can work
under multi-flow network where the same CRS is being used for different flows has been
proposed. In addition, no performance study on the efficacy of cooperative forwarding under
such environment has been conducted. In this paper, we propose a simple and efficient
cluster-based cooperative data forwarding (CCDF) algorithm for multi-flow network. We
conduct performance evaluation under multiple cross traffic flows and observe that network
throughput is reduced and end-to-end delay is increased with the incresing number of traffic
flows. To solve this issue, a solution called CCDF with multi-radio multi-channel capability is
proposed. We show that by taking the advantage of clustering, mutli-radio mutli channel
capability can be easily integrated with the cooperative forwarding mechanism.
From the performance evaluation, we observe that the proposed solution can achieve both
multiplexing and spatial diversity. Specifically, CCDF with multi-radio mutli-channel
capability reduces about 97% of the delay and achieves about 200% of throughput
improvement compared to the single-radio single-channel (SRSC) case. In addition, we also
compare the performance of CCDF-MRMC and CCDF-SRSC with the end-to-end routing
AODV-MRMC and AODV-SRSC protocols. We observe a significant improvement in terms
of the packet delivery ratio, end-to-end delay, throughput, and transmission count for all
different traffic flow cases. To further evaluate the effectiveness of proposed cooperative
forwarding algorithm, we compare the performance of CCDF-SRSC with an exisitng
cooperative forwaring protocol under single-flow network. From the performance study, we
note that CCDF provides slightly better throughput performance and lower end-to-end delay
over the existing scheme.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews related works on
cooperative forwarding in MRMC networks. The network model used in this paper is
discussed in Section 3. Section 4 presents the routing metric. The proposed data forwarding
scheme with several protocol details is presented in Section 5. Integration of proposed data
forwarding with MRMC capability is discussed in Section 6. Section 7 evaluates the efficacy
of the proposed scheme with single-radio single-channel and multi-radio multi-channel under
multiple cross traffic flows. The concluding remarks are provided in Section 8.

2. Related Work
A number of works on joint channel assignment and routing in MRMC wireless networks have
been proposed [3]–[7]. Existing channel assignment schemes are based on assigning a
frequency on a link between two nodes or on a series of connected link between source and
destination. Whereas for cooperative forwarding, a new channel assignment strategy, which
allows broadcast transmission to achieve receiver diversity while mitigating interference and
providing multiple concurrent transmissions, is required.
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Most existing cooperative forwarding protocols were proposed for single-radio
single-channel wireless network [14], [16], [17]. Consequently, research in MRMC
cooperative forwarding is still in the very beginning stage [17]. A linear-programming based
study on end-to-end throughput of MRMC cooperative forwarding is discussed in [11]. It
shows the performance improvement achieved using MRMC cooperative forwarding over the
MRMC traditional routing. A single-radio multi-channel cooperative forwarding protocol is
proposed in [10]. It uses only one radio and the channels are uniformly assigned to all nodes.
The CRS per channel is formed and joint channel and CRS selection is performed to minimize
the interference. The forwarding nodes switch the channel as per the destination’s channel.
However, it did not discuss a strategy on how to guarantee the receiver diversity when the
candidate nodes are operating on different channel from the source or sender. A similar
protocol but with multiple radios is proposed in [8]. It uses one radio for control purpose and
the others for data communications. Random channel assignment is used for each radio
interface. Although it ensures at least one candidate receives the data packet, it does not
guarantee receiver diversity at most of the potential candidate nodes due to random channel
assignment and channel switching. In [12], it studies the possible concurrent transmissions
using multi-radio multi-channel. It assigns the same channel to all nodes in a flow and all
forwarding nodes belong to the flow, which makes the nodes unavailable for other flows
especially when a number of cross flow traffic are present. In [9], it extends a cooperative
forwarding protocol to incorporate multi-radio multi-channel. It performs workload-aware
channel assignment to candidate nodes and focuses on throughput maximization for single
flow. Multiple traffic flows are not considered.

3. Network Model
We consider a network with C clusters and K orthogonal channels. The algorithm makes use of
clustering to support 1) distributed agent-based coordinaion so as to handle multpile cross
traffic flows; and 2) cooperative forwarding in multi-radio multi-channel network. In this
paper, we focus on cooperative data forwarding under multiple cross traffic flows and then
maximizing its throughput using MRMC features. So, for clustering, we assume that the
network is already composed of clusters and nodes are organized by clusters according to their
geographical/logical relationships. We aslo assume that each cluster comprises member nodes
and a head and the link between member and its head has non-zero bi-directional link quality.

Fig. 1. Link delivery probability p.
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4. Cluster-to-Cluster ETX (C2CETX)
In CCDF algorithm, nodes conduct live-updating link qualities to monitor the unreliable and
probabilistic nature of wireless channel and to compute the cluster path for data forwarding.
IP header
p with nj
…

neighbour node ID nj

prev with nj

Fig. 2. Hello packet header format.
IP header
next-hop cluster ID
destination cluster ID
data relay node ID
ACK-sender ID
…
Fig. 3. Data packet header format.

Each node broadcasts a hello message periodically, at an average period of λ (we use one
second in the performance evaluation). Nodes calculate bi-directional link qualities of the
links connecting to the direct contact nodes. This link quality denoted as p is calculated as p =
pfwd ∗ prev, where pfwd and prev are the link quality of forward and reverse links. The reverse link
quality prev with a contact node is calculated based on the received hello packet ratio during
the last ω seconds from that node. A node calculates prev using the equation shown below.

p rev (t ) =

r (t − ω , t )

ωλ

where prev (t ) denotes the reverse link quality at time t, r (t − ω , t ) denotes the number of
hello received from the contact node during the last ω seconds, and ω λ denotes the number
of hello the contact node sent during the last ω seconds.
The forward link quality pfwd with a contact node is obtained as follows. In addition to the IP
header in the hello message, nodes also add the contact IDs and the reverse link qualities with
each of the contacts. These reverse link qualities in the hello message are indirectly telling
each of the contact node the forward link quality from each of them. From this pfwd and above
discussed prev, nodes obtain the bi-directional link qualities p with each of the contact nodes as
shown in Fig. 1. The illustration of hello packet header format is given in Fig. 2.
From the measured link delivery probabilities, nodes compute the link delivery probabilities
to neighbouring clusters. The illustration with three clusters named A, B, and C is shown in Fig.
4. Clusters A, B, and C act here as a source cluster, forwarding cluster, and destination cluster,
respectively. A node in cluster B computes its link delivery probability to cluster C as follows.
|Z C |

p bi ,C = 1 − ∏ (1 − p bi ,c j ), ∀bi ∈ Z B

(1)

j =1

where ZB and ZC refer to set of nodes in cluster B and cluster C. From
the expected transmission count [19] to cluster C as follows.

, the node computes
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(2)

Nodes periodically update the measured ETX-to-cluster values to its head. From these
members update, head calculates the cluster-to-cluster ETX (C2CETX) as follows.

C 2CETX B ,C =

}

2 |Z B |−1

∑ p(e) min{x
e =1

b1

(e) ETX b1 ,C , xb2 (e) ETX b2 ,C ,..., xb|Z B | (e) ETX b|Z B | ,C ,

(3)
where C2CETXB,C refers to ETX from cluster B to cluster C. p(e) refers to probability of each
event and is computed as follows. Note that χ is the set of all possible events, i.e. χ = 2 |Z B |−1 .

p ( e) =

1
2

| Z B |−1

,e ∈ χ

(4)

The event e here refers to nodes in cluster B receive the data packet from cluster A
successfully. xbi (e) is the binary variable which is defined as “1” if bi is selected in event e or
“0” otherwise. We assume that the probability of each event is evenly distributed and the
probability that all nodes fail to receive the data packet from cluster A is zero. Therefore, the
calculation in (3) serves as a rough, conservative estimate of the cluster-to-cluster transmission
count.

Fig. 4. Network with three clusters and C2CETX between clusters.

Fig. 5. Illustration of data forwarding in CCDF.
For CCDF-MRMC, please refer to the channel number indicated in the bracket.
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5. Cluster-based Cooperative Data Forwarding (CCDF)
In this section, we discuss the details of the CCDF data forwarding algorithm. We first
describe an overview of the forwarding procedure. We then elaborate the details of the
coordination mechanism which is called distributed agent-based coordination. We also present
the additional components of the protocol that complement data forwarding which include
network layer acknowledgement, packet buffers (primary and temporary), augmentation for
data resiliency, and handling link loss. We also provide an example illustration of CCDF data
forwarding in Fig. 5. The discussion based on the example is also provided at the end of this
section.
Each cluster head maintains a table with the C2CETX to all other clusters in the network. It
then updates its members the consolidated C2CETX periodically. Cluster A calls cluster B
neighbour cluster if there is at least a node ni in its cluster with non-zero
value.
Cluster head dynamically selects a gateway node to each contact cluster based on the
highest link delivery probability to the cluster. In CCDF, nodes which have direct connectivity
to a neighbour cluster are called as bridge node to the cluster. So, a gateway node can be
considered as one of the bridge nodes which has the strongest link quality to the neighbour
cluster. Note that different nodes can be assigned as gateway to different contact clusters or a
node can be assigned as gateway to more than one contact clusters. Cluster head will conduct
reselection if there is a change in link delivery probability. This information is also added in
the hello message. Therefore, member nodes are aware of gateway nodes to each contact
cluster.
We focus on the inter-cluster traffic flow in this paper as this type of traffic has to be
traversed over multiple hops and has higher chance to be affected by other cross traffic flows.
Suppose the source cluster is A and the destination cluster is D. A source node ai chooses a
cluster path with the lowest C2CETX value and performs the data forwarding as follows. Note
that a source node chooses a next-hop cluster only if none of the member nodes in the cluster
has a non-zero link delivery probability to cluster D.
If the source node finds that the source cluster A has direct connectivity to the destination
cluster, it first checks if it has direct connection to the destination cluster. If it does not have
direct connectivity, it will then find a bridge node among its reachable members to the
destination cluster. If it finds that it does not have direct connectivity to any bridge node, it will
then get a member node as a relay and forward the data packet to the gateway via the relay
node. Upon receiving the data packet, the bridge node or the gateway node broadcasts the
packet to the destination cluster directly.
If the source node finds that there is no direct connectivity to the cluster D, it forwards the
data packet as follows. It first checks if it has connectivity to the next-hop cluster. Suppose
cluster B is the next-hop cluster. If it has connectivity to cluster B, it will broadcast the data
packet to cluster B directly. Otherwise, it will forward the packet to a bridge node or the
gateway node via a relay if it does not have connectivity to any bridge node. The bridge node
or the gateway node will then broadcast the packet to cluster B. Upon receiving the data packet,
cluster B performs distributed agent-based coordination as follows and further forwards the
packet. The illustration of various data forwarding paths from the source/sender cluster to the
next-hop or the destination cluster is shown in Fig. 6.
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Fig. 6. Illustration of various data forwarding paths from the source/sender cluster to the next-hop or the
destination cluster.

5.1 Distributed Agent-based Coordination
We use cluster head as an agent for making decision on selecting a candidate out of all
receivers to further forward the data packet. Upon receiving the data packet, nodes update head
about the reception information (senderID, packetID). We assume a packet has its unique ID.
As we consider multiple traffic flows coming from any directions, the sender ID associated to
each flow is attached in the reception information. Each node holds the reception for a period
of time to append all the possible incoming traffic and informs head once timeout. Upon
receiving the reception information, head first selects the next-hop cluster for each flow.
Suppose cluster C is selected as a next-hop cluster for a flow fi. Head then selects a node which
has highest
value. If it finds that none of the receivers has connectivity to next-hop
cluster, it selects a node which has highest

value to the gateway node. After making the

decision for all the receptions, head broadcasts its decision to the member nodes. For reliability,
head sends the decision for three times so that all receivers receive the decision successfully
and process the data packet accordingly. This decision re-send also notifies other nodes who
has late reception, so that those nodes can promptly discard the packet without further
processing.
Upon receiving the decision, nodes which are not selected as forwarding node discard the
packet. Therefore, all the receivers not selected as forwarding node need not require any
scheduling and processing for the data packet, resulting in higher probability of resource
availability for other flows. In addition, the node selected as the forwarding candidate can
immediately perform further data forwarding. In the follwing, we discuss the detail of the time
taken to perform distributed agent-based coordination.
5.1.1 Coordination time
In the existing cooperative forwarding protocols [14], [16], the forwarding candidates
schedule the time-to-forward the data packet based on its forwarding priority/rank assigned by
the source. The coordination time at each forwarding node is calculated as
(6)
t br = (r − 1)t δ + rt x
where tδ refers to the minimum time interval required for suppression so as to avoid duplicate
transmissions, tx is the delay jitter, and r = 1 being the highest priority node (highest rank). The
tδ is calculated as the amount of time to complete a fragment transmission. A fragment may
consist
of
multiple
packets.
Therefore,
one
can
compute
tδ
as
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number _ of _ packets _ per _ fragment × per _ packet _ forwarding _ time. In SOAR
[16], it limits the maximum number of packets queued on the wireless card to 3 and tδ is set as
45ms (i.e. 15ms for each packet).
In CCDF, using distributed agent-based coordination, the time required for coordination is
(7)
tagt = t REP + t REQ + t x
where tagt is the time required for distributed agent-based coordination, tREQ denotes the time
taken for the agent to receive decision request from all potential forwarding nodes, and tREP,
the time taken for decision reply. In CCDF, the agent sets the timer from the time it receives
the first decision request till the threshold value TDEC. Once timeout, it makes decision for all
the request it has received within the time frame. Therefore t REQ = t REQ1 + TDEC . Late request
for the same packet will be discarded by the agent. A node which has not yet sent out the
request but receives the decision from the agent will also drop the outgoing request.
In CCDF, there is a holding period at each candidate node before it reports the reception
information to the agent. A holding period, denoted by th, is the period of time during which
the node tries to consolidate all incoming reception information at the moment so as to have
less frequent reporting and more efficient coordination. Hence, if candidate nodes receive
another flow packets during th, only one request for each candidate is required. We use
cumulative request and reply so as to minimize the control overhead. Having this holding
period is well in line with the existing cooperative forwarding protocols. In cooperative
forwarding, sender sends data in bulk transfer (i.e., a fragment of packets) and candidate nodes
start coordination for further forwarding at the end of the fragment transmission. Note that the
coordination time in CCDF is not affected by the number of flows, but by the number of
packets received at the candidate nodes. When a node finds that the request has been sent out,
it will insert the newly received packet information in the next request message. This request
will be sent when it reaches the maximum packet count or when holding period timeout.
Therefore, if the information is happened to be hold at the candidate nodes, this waiting delay
will be added into the coordination time for that packet.
In CCDF, upon receiving the reply from the agent, nodes discard the packet in the buffer if
the ID is not listed or schedule their transmissions as follows. Nodes first sort the number of
packets to be sent at each candidate node in ascending order. For the same number of packets,
node with lowest ID will schedule its transmission first followed by the second lowest ID.
Having this agent-based scheduling, it brings the following benefits. 1) Nodes do not require to
involve in scheduling if they are not assigned as the forwarding node; 2) the forwarding node
becomes the custody of the packet to ensure the delivery instead of source; 3) there is no
scheduling misalignment, duplicate transmissions, and collisions due to inaccuracy in
scheduling; and 4) it shortens the coordination time especially for multi-flow network with
high traffic load.
By having forwarding coordinators distributed over the network, no global priority
scheduling is required. As a result, it can prevent the following situations. 1) Nodes being
unable to hear the higher priority node transmission successfully due to the traffic coming
from another source and therefore wrongly believe that the higher priority node did not receive
the packet, resulting in duplicate transmissions; 2) having multiple schedules for multiple
flows and inaccuracy in scheduling due to the unavailable medium, resulting in forwarding the
same packet by different forwarding nodes at the same time; and 3) unnecessarily waiting for
the higher priority node transmission when it is the only node who receives the packet
correctly.
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5.1.2 Receiving cluster diversity
CCDF also allows to take advantage of transmissions reaching nodes in a cluster closer to the
destination cluster, other than the nodes in the next-hop cluster. That is, due to dynamic
wireless link nature, it is possible that cluster C receives the data packet from cluster A over
long, weak wireless links. To exploit this spatial diversity, cluster C also performs agent-based
coordination and further forwards the packet to the destination cluster D. Upon overhearing
the transmission from cluster C, the forwarding node in cluster B discards the ongoing
transmission. It also inspects the interface queue and drops the packet if it has passed the
packet to lower layer for transmission.
5.2 Network Layer Acknowledgement
In CCDF, nodes use IEEE 802.11 unicast for intra-flow data transmission and IEEE 802.11
broadcast for inter-flow data transmissions. We use network layer acknowledgement scheme
as IEEE 802.11 broadcast mode does not provide any acknowledgement for the broadcast
packet. Prior to forwarding the data packet to another cluster, the source/forwarding/gateway
node dynamically chooses a node in the receiving cluster as ACK-sender node. It selects the
node with which it has the highest link delivery probability. It then inserts the nodeID in the
packet header as shown in Fig. 3 and forwards the packet. Upon receiving the data packet from
another cluster, a node sends an ACK if it is assigned as the ACK reply node in the packet
header. Due to the dynamic nature of wireless links, different nodes can be assigned as
ACK-sender for different data packets. In case of missing acknowledgement from the
next-hop cluster, data sender can still be informed about the successful data reception when it
overhears the data packet transmission from the next-hop cluster.
CCDF uses cluster-by-cluster acknowledgement. That is, once the source/forwarding node
receives the ACK from the next-hop cluster, it discards the packet from its buffer. The
forwarding node in the next-hop cluster becomes the custody for the data packet until it has
successfully forwarded the packet to its next-hop cluster or the destination cluster.
We use cumulative acknowledgement instead of acknowledgement for individual packet to
reduce the control packet overhead and collisions to data packet transmissions. This
acknowledgement is transmitted in broadcast mode. Therefore, it informs not only the sender
about successful reception of the data packet but also other nodes who are within the
communication range. For ACK message reliability, the gateway node re-broadcasts the ACK
it receives from next-hop cluster to make sure that the source/forwarding node are
acknowledged.
5.3 Packet Buffer
In the proposed protocol, a node maintains two types of buffer to store data packets as follows.
1) Primary packet buffer (buffer): It is used to store the data packet while waiting for the head
decision about the selected forwarding node.
2) Temporary packet buffer (temporary buffer): It is used to keep copies of packets which are
being forwarded to the next-hop cluster but waiting for acknowledgement to ensure the
successful reception. After the node overhears the acknowledgement from the ACK reply
node, the corresponding packet copy will be removed from the temporary buffer. Otherwise,
the node will retrieve the packet from the temporary buffer and store it in the primary buffer
after acknowledgement timeout.
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5.4 Augmentation for Data Resiliency
As data packets are sent over long, weak wireless links, CCDF adds an augmentation
mechanism to ensure data resiliency. When a cluster finds that if it has a non-zero link delivery
value to the destination cluster, it will forward the data packet directly without traversing other
clusters. However, sending over the long weak links likely incurs transmission failure with
higher probability. Therefore, to strengthen this data delivery, an augmentation scheme is
introduced. Suppose a2 is the sender, c1 is the ACK-sender selected by a2 and clusters A and C
are the source/sender cluster and the destination cluster, respectively as shown in Fig. 7.

Fig. 7. Illustration of augmentation for data resiliency.

Consider the case where only nodes b0, b1, b3, and b4 receive the data packet successfully
from a2. Suppose b0, b1, b2, b3, b4, and c1 are listed as neigbours of a2 and b0, b2, b3, and b4 are
listed as neighbours of c1 in the most recent hello message of a2 and c1, respectively. The hello
message header format is given in Fig. 2. In this case, it can be observed that only nodes b0, b3,
and b4 will participate in the augmentation for data resiliency.
Assume that nodes pariticipating in the augmentation process are denoted as nk. A node nk
will further check whether 1) its link delivery probability to C, pnk ,C , is higher than pa2 ,C and
2) its link delivery probability to A, pnk , A , is higher than pc1 , A . The link delivery probabilities

pa2 ,C and pc1 , A can be computed from the neighbour list information included in the hello
message of nodes a2 and c1, respectively. If the conditions are met, the node will self-evaluate
the length of delay as in (8) and will broadcast the packet when the timer expires.

Delay(n k ) =

t
pnk ,C

+x

(8)

where pnk ,C is the link delivery probability from nk to cluster C. t refers to the average one-hop
delay, i.e, the time taken from the transmitter network layer to the receiver network layer,
which includes processing time, queuing time, and transmission time and x is the jitter which
follows uniform distribution. When a node nk overhears transmission from another nk node or
the acknowledgement for the data packet from the ACK-sender, it will discard the ongoing
transmission. By having the backup transmissions, the success probability of data delivery
from a2 to the destination cluster C is improved.
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5.5 Handling Link Loss
Due to the dynamic and random nature of wireless link, the communication link can be lost
while packets are being forwarded. To stop sending out packet if the link is lost, the link layer
maintains a bi-directional link delivery information table and passes the packets to interface
queue only if the link delivery probability is non-zero. In case of link loss, the link layer will
discard the packet.
5.6 Data Forwarding Example
An example illustration about the forwarding in CCDF is given in Fig. 5. There are three
clusters: A, B and C in this example. Node a1 from cluster A is the source and c2 from cluster C
is the destination. Assume none of the nodes in cluster A has non-zero delivery probability to
cluster C. From the C2CETX information, a1 chooses cluster B as the next-hop cluster.
Suppose the link delivery probability from a1 to cluster B (i.e.,

) is zero and

. Cluster head of A (assumes a0 in this example) assigns node a2 as
the gateway node to cluster B as it has highest delivery probability to B among all other nodes.
As a1 has no direct connectivity to B, it unicasts its data packet to the gateway node a2.
Upon receiving the data packet, a2 chooses b1 as the node to reply ACK for its upcoming
transmission, inserts b1’s ID in the packet header, and broadcasts the packet. Upon receiving
the data packet from a2 (nodes receiving a2’s transmission are shown in the dotted line), nodes
in B reply ACK if it is assigned as the ACK reply node. Note that the node a2, which is the
current gateway node to B will re-broadcast the ACK reply upon receiving so as to ensure that
all the nodes in A receive the reply. Nodes in B will then perform distributed agent-based
coordination. Suppose cluster head of B (assumes b0 in this example) selects node b3 as the
forwarding node as it is the best candidate among others. Upon receiving the decision, nodes
not selected as the forwarding candidate will then drop the packet. The forwarding node,
which is b3 in this example will then broadcast the data packet to cluster C. Here, it chooses c1
as the ACK reply node for its upcoming transmission.
Upon receiving the data packet from b3, the ACK reply node, which is c1 in this example,
will first reply the ACK to B. As the receiving node knows that the destination, which is c2 in
this example, is a member in its cluster, each receiver (c0, c1, and c3) will self-evaluate the
time-to-forward based on its delivery probability to c3 using (8) and broadcasts once timeout.
Upon receiving the data packet, c3 replies the ACK using broadcast. By overhearing another
receiver’s transmission or the ACK reply from c3, the rest of the receivers will cancel their
schedule and drop the packet.

6. CCDF with MRMC
Although we can now avoid coordination misalignment and scheduling inaccuracies, there
still exists interference and collisions in multiple flow network. As a result, it causes all
potential forwarding nodes being unable to receive the data packet from source/sender and
hence, resulting in throughput drop and unsuccessful data delivery. In order to suppress
potential interferences and collisions and improve the system capacity, a promising way is to
incorporate the MRMC capability into CCDF. In the following, we first discuss how radios
and channels are being assigned in CCDF and then present the cooperative data forwarding
over diverse channels.
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6.1 Cluster-based Channel Assignment
We use K −1 channels for data transmission/reception and one channel for control purpose.
We call K −1 channels “data channel” and the one used for sending/receiving control
messages “control channel”. Each node is equipped with three radios namely R1, R2, and R3.
The radio R1 is used for control purposes and therefore, it tunes to control channel. The second
radio R2 is used for receiving incoming packets and the last radio R3 is used for transmitting
outgoing packets. By allocating the transmit radio and receive radio specifically, it supports
multi-radio multi-channel functions for multiple receptions with unlimited number of
channels.
Here, channel assignment is required only for radio R2. Cluster head chooses a channel for
R2. Assume each cluster Ci, where Ci ∈ C, has a unique ID, ID Ci ; ( 0 ≤ ID Ci ≤ C − 1 ).
Cluster head of each cluster conducts an initial channel assignment for R2 as follows.

k Ci = ID Ci (mod K − 1)

(9)

where k Ci refers to the channel number of R2 at cluster Ci. Member nodes in each cluster set
R2 to k Ci upon receiving the notification from the head. As we focus on the scheduling and
data delivery problem in cooperative forwarding under multi-flow network, we assume that
every adjacent cluster in the network uses different channel for R2. For the inter-flow
interference estimation and channel reassignment, one can use the approach in iAWARE
protocol [21] [22] and switch the channel for R2. As the adjacent cluster selects different
channels for R2 and the node switches R3 as per the next-hop cluster R2’s channel for
transmission, the probability of having intra-flow interference is low.
6.2 Data Forwarding over Diverse Channels
For intra-cluster data communications, nodes use R2 for both transmission and reception. For
inter-cluster data communications, nodes use radio R2 for reception and R3 for transmission.
All members in a cluster use the same channel on R2. By tuning the same channel on R2, the
receivers diversity required for cooperative data forwarding is achieved.
Consider clusters A, B, and C are the source, next-hop, and the destination cluster
respectively. Let ai be the source/sender node in cluster A and bi be the forwarding node
selected using distributed agent-based coordination in cluster B. Let R2 of clusters A, B, and C
are on channels 1, 2, and 3, respectively. The data packet from ai to cluster C will be forwarded
as shown in Fig. 8.
As described in Fig. 8, when there is no direct connectivity to cluster B, ai uses R2 to reach
to gateway node agw. Then the gateway node uses R3 and tunes the channel to the one cluster B
is using for receiving. Otherwise, it uses its R3 radio and tunes the channel to cluster B’s
receiving channel. Same concept applies to the second cluster-hop forwarding as well.
Using dedicated radio for transmission and for reception and switching the transmitter
radio’s channel based on the receivers’ channel, concurrent transmissions is achieved while
retaining the spatial diversity. In addition, as adjacent clusters are using different receiving
channel, the interference caused by other flows coming to the adjacent cluster can be avoided.
As discussed in CCDF, having distributed agent-based coordination enables to process
multiple incoming flows at the same time. Incorporating MRMC into the CCDF further
enhances the system capacity as forwarding candidates selected for each flow will likely be
using different channels for their outgoing transmissions. Moreover, CCDF with MRMC
works well for unlimited number of channels while requiring only three radios.
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1: First cluster-hop forwarding:
2: if
then
3:

2
ch 3
ai ch
→
a gw →
B

4: else
ch 3
5:
ai →
B
6: end if
7: Second cluster-hop forwarding:
8: if
then
9:

ch 3
4
bi →
bgw ch
→
C

10: else
4
11:
C
bi ch
→
12: end if
Fig. 8. Data forwarding over diverse channels

6.3 CCDF-MRMC Example
The example illustration of CCDF with MRMC is given in Fig. 5. Assume there are four
channels ch0, ch1, ch2, and ch3 in the network (i.e., K =4). Suppose R1 of all nodes tune to
channel ch0. Using (9), nodes in clusters A, B, and C choose ch1, ch2, and ch3 for their R2
radio, respectively. Therefore, as shown in Fig. 5, when a node sends a data packet to another
cluster (i.e., inter-cluster communication), it uses R3 radio and tunes the channel of R3 to the
receiving cluster’s R2’s channel. Note that for the intra-cluster communication, it uses R2
radio. It is also important to point that CCDF-MRMC allows channel reuse. That is, if there are
only 3 channels in the network (i.e., K =3), cluster C will reuse ch1 and therefore, its R2 radio
will be operating on ch1. We will show the performance of both cases, i.e., with reuse and
without reuse, in the performance evaluation.

Fig. 9. Network topology
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Table 1. Simulation parameters
Parameter
Network area (lxl m2)
Number of nodes
Transmission range
Fading model
Traffic rate
Total number of packets
Packet size
Traffic type
Number of traffic flows
Traffic flow (src,dst)

Scenario I
80x800
15
Probabilistic
Nakagami
10 Packets/sec
3000
512 Bytes
Constant Bit Rate (CBR)
2, 3, 4, 5, 6
(n1, n12), (n13, n3), (n4, n14), (n11, n0),
(n2, n10), and (n1, n14)

Scenario II
80x800
15
Probabilistic
Nagamai
100 Packets/sec
100
1000 Bytes
Constant Bit Rate (CBR)
1
(n1, n7), (n1, n11), (n1, n10), and
(n1, n12)

7. Performance Evaluation
We use network simulator (NS-2) to evaluate the performance of the proposed scheme. The
evaluation covers two main scenarios which include 1) single-radio single-channel (SRSC or
1R1C); and 2) multi-radio multi-channel (MRMC) with three radios three channels (3R3C)
and three radios four channels (3R4C) cases. We implement AODV [1] with MRMC
capability for performance comparison in MRMC networks. We examine 1) the packet
delivery ratio (PDR) which shows the amount of packets delivered over the amount of packets
generated, 2) the end-to-end delay which indicates the time taken from the packet generated at
the source application layer to the packet delivered at the destination application layer, and 3)
the MAC layer transmission count which indicates the number of times a packet is
transmitted/forwarded by the nodes over the air to be delivered to the destination. The
transmission count here also takes into account the number of retransmissions as well.
The network topology used in our simulation is illustrated in Fig. 9. The Nakagami
propagation model is used to study the effect of realistic fading environment. Therefore, the
transmission range between two nodes is probabilistic. The fading model parameters can be
found in [18]. Fig. 10 shows the probe (HELLO) packet reception ratio over distance. With
this reception probability, it is noted that the source and destination pair (n1, n12) which are at
the two ends would take 10 hops end-to-end path length under 100% reception probability. In
CCDF, with the given topology, three clusters are formed with nodes n0, n1, n2, n3, and n4 in
cluster A, n5, n6, n7, n8, and n9 in cluster B and n10, n11, n12, n13, and n14 in cluster C, respectively.
Note that, the node with the highest packet reception ratio to all the other nodes in the cluster is
assigned as the head (i.e. agent for coordination). Therefore, nodes n0, n5, and n10 become the
head of the respective cluster.
We compare the network performance with the end-to-end routing (AODV) for SRSC
network and AODV-MRMC for MRMC network. We use scenaio I network model shown in
Table 1. We study the effect of number of traffic flows on network performance. In addition,
we also conduct a performance comparison with an opportunistic routing (OR) scheme. The
implementation of OR scheme is discussed in Section 7.2. This study is conducted on single
flow traffic in SRSC environment. For this study, we use scenario II network model. To the
best of our knowledge, no cooperative forwarding study/mechanism on the same candidate
relay set being used for multiple cross traffic flows and under multi-radio multi-channel
environment has been conducted/proposed. In this study, we show the performance advantage
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of using proposed agent-based coordination compared to the commonly used timer-based
coordination.
The IEEE 802.11 standard is used in all the simulation studies in this paper. All traffic
flows are injected into the network at the same time to study the multi-flow network
performance. We collect simulation results using identical traffic model with at least 10
different traffic injection time. Each simulation is run for 900 seconds. The detail simulation
parameters are described in Table 1.
1
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Fig. 10. Probe packet reception ratio over distance.

7.1 AODV with MRMC Implementation
We implement the same radio-channel assignment for the AODV in order to make the
performance comparison. In AODV-MRMC, each node is equipped with three radios R1, R2,
and R3. The radio R1 is used for control purposes and therefore, it tunes to control channel.
The second radio R2 is used for receiving incoming packets and the last radio R3 is used for
transmitting outgoing packets. All the control messages are sent over the control channel.
Route discovery which includes sending/receiving route request (RREQ) and route reply
(RREP) messages are also conducted over the control channel. The node uses the transmitting
radio R3 to forward the packet. The channel for R3 is switched based-on the next-hop
receiver’s channel, same as in the CCDF-MRMC. The node can receive the data packet at the
same time while transmitting as it uses R2 for incoming data packet, as per the CCDF-MRMC.
7.2 Opportunsitic Routing Implementation
We impletement opportunistic routing (OR) protocol in NS-2 based on the ExOR mechanism
[14]. Candidate relays are selected and prioritized based on the ETX to the destination. Nodes
maintain in-memory batch map which records the highest priority candidate ID which is
known to have a copy of the packet. Nodes embed the in-memory batch map in the data packet
header and broadcast the packet. This embedded information indirectly acknowledge other
candidates of which packets were successfully received. Timer-based cooridnation is used for
transmission scheduling and duplicate trannsmssion avoidance. As shown in Table 1 scenario
II network model, the traffic source initially generates 100 data packets. Therefore, we set
batch size for OR to 100.
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Fig. 11. Packet delivery ratio: (a) SRSC; (b) 3R3C; and (c) 3R4C.
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Fig. 12. Average end-to-end delay: (a) SRSC; (b) 3R3C; and (c) 3R4C.
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Fig. 13. Throughput: (a) SRSC; (b) 3R3C; and (c) 3R4C.
Table 2. Relative packet delivery ratio improvement of CCDF-MRMC over AODV-MRMC
counterpart
2 flows
3 flows
4 flows
5 flows
6 flows
CCDF-3R3C
136.49
141.77
143.68
182.46
225.59
CCDF-3R4C
126.43
140.03
140.72
170.89
183.27
Table 3. Relative end-to-end delay improvement of CCDF-MRMC over CCDF-SRSC
2 flows
3 flows
4 flows
5 flows
6 flows
CCDF-3R3C
35.34
3.84
2.36
1.60
3.62
CCDF-3R4C
32.27
3.67
2.14
1.34
2.04
Table 4. Relative end-to-end delay improvement of CCDF-MRMC over AODV-MRMC counterpart
2 flows
3 flows
4 flows
5 flows
6 flows
CCDF-3R3C
88.61
70.47
45.99
29.14
48.88
CCDF-3R4C
105.76
82.41
63.22
30.91
40.99
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Table 5. Relative throughput improvement of CCDF-MRMC over CCDF-SRSC
2 flows
3 flows
4 flows
5 flows
6 flows
CCDF-3R3C
101.92
159.08
232.08
321.41
311.06
CCDF-3R4C
106.32
166.73
228.59
332.95
332.99
Table 6. Relative throughput improvement of CCDF-MRMC over AODV-MRMC counterpart
2 flows
3 flows
4 flows
5 flows
6 flows
CCDF-3R3C
128.35
127.90
139.14
171.45
200.46
CCDF-3R4C
126.31
138.32
133.71
169.41
169.04

7.3 Results and Discussion
7.3.1. Simulation Study in Multi-Radio Multi-Channel Multi-Flow Network
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For SRSC, the packet delivery ratio, end-to-end delay, throughput, and CDF of PDR over
end-to-end delay are shown in Fig. 11a, Fig. 12a, Fig. 13a and Fig. 14a. It is observed that
CCDF maintains the PDR at 90% regardless of the number of flows whereas in AODV, the
PDR is decreasing with increasing number of flows. AODV usually maintains the PDR at
almost 100% delivery under perfect network condition (i.e., network links with no loss rates.).
However, in lossy environments, the PDR drops to about 50% under light traffic load (i.e. 2
flows) and the drop rate gets higher when more cross traffic flows are injected into the network.
It is well known that cooperative forwarding works well under the lossy nature of wireless
environments. Therefore, we can see that over 90% PDR is achieved with minimal delay in
two-flow networks. However, with more cross traffic flows, it is observed that the throughput
of cooperative forwarding is reduced. By having the agent-based distributed coordination in
CCDF, the forwarding node selected by the agent works as a custody to ensure the delivery for
the packet. As a result, the delivery is maintained at 90% regardless of the number of cross
traffic flows. However, it is noted that due to timeout and retransmission for unsuccessful
delivery, the delivery delay is increased and the throughput is reduced.
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Fig. 14. CDF of PDR: (a) SRSC and (b) 3R3C and 3R4C

The packet delivery ratio, end-to-end delay, and throughput for 3R3C are shown in Fig.
11b, Fig. 12b, and Fig. 13b and for 3R4C are shown in Fig. 11c, Fig. 12c, and Fig. 13c. The
CDF of PDR over end-to-end delay for both MRMC cases is shown in Fig. 14b. The relaitve
PDR improvement over AODV-MRMC is shown in Table 2. The relative delay and
throughput improvement over CCDF-SRSC and AODV-MRMC are shown in Table 3, Table
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4, Table 5, and Table 6, respectively. From the performance evaluation, we observe that the
proposed solution can achieve both multiplexing and spatial diversity. Specifically, CCDF
with multi-radio mutli-channel capability reduces about 97% of the delay and achieves about
200% of throughput improvement compared to the single-radio single-channel (SRSC) case.
This improvement implies that CCDF-MRMC ensures the achievable throughput of
cooperative forwarding regardless of the number of traffic flows. It also shows that
CCDF-MRMC works well even under the situation where the same set of candidate nodes is
being used for multiple flows.
We then study the MAC layer transmission count under light traffic (2 flows) and
congested traffic (6 flows) scenarios. The delivered packet probability distribution based on
the transmission count incurred under light traffic scenario is shown in Fig. 15, and under
congested traffic scenario is shown in Fig. 16. The average transmission count per delivered
packet is shown in Table 7. We observe that CCDF makes more transmissions in SRSC
compared to MRMC cases. With the given topology, it can be seen that nodes n5, n6, n7, n8, and
n9 will be assigned as the candidate nodes. Therefore, with more cross flow traffic injected into
the network, more collisions, drops, and retransmissions are being made. As a result, 6-flow
network makes about 13 transmissions per delivered packet whereas 2-flow network incurs
about 9 transmissions. This is in contrast to the AODV case. In AODV, 2-flow network makes
about 12 transmissions whereas in 6-flow, it reduces to 11 transmissions. This is because of
the higher drop rate and unsuccessful delivery in AODV under more contending traffic
scenario.
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Fig. 15. Study on MAC layer transmission count in two-flow network:
(a) AODV-SRSC; (b) AODV-3R3C; (c) CCDF-SRSC; and (d) CCDF-3R3C.
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We can see that CCDF-MRMC significantly improves the transmissions required per
delivered packet over CCDF-SRSC in both 2-flow and 6-flow networks as shown in Table 7.
Specifically, in 2-flow network with CCDF-MRMC (i.e., both CCDF-3R3C and
CCDF-3R4C), the tranmsission count reduces to 67% and 65% of the one incurred by
CCDF-SRSC. We observe more significant improvement in 6-flow network, where it reduces
to 47% and 42%. In CCDF, using agent-based coordination, candidate nodes need not require
to have multiple schedules for multiple flows. It in fact prevents several potential duplications
caused by 1) missing higher priority node transmissions and 2) scheduling inaccuracy due to
unavailable medium. In addition, having receiver diversity significantly improves the chance
of successful delivery, and it proves that CCDF-MRMC further enhances this capability. It is
observed that AODV incurs a large number of tranmsmissions to deliver a packet to the
destination in both SRSC and MRMC cases. Specifically, under light traffic load, it incurs
about 12, 11, and 10 average transmissions for SRSC, 3R3C, and 3R4C, respectively.
Similarly, under congested traffic, it incurs about 11, 10, and 10 average transmissions,
respectively. In AODV, although MRMC provides more bandwidth resource, the lossy
wireless link environments strongly impact the AODV performance. Although the successful
delivery probability is improved in MRMC, it shows that it still incurs frequent losses and
retransmissions during the packet delivery.
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Fig. 16. Study on MAC layer transmission count in six-flow network:
(a) AODV-SRSC; (b) AODV-3R3C; (c) CCDF-SRSC; and (d) CCDF-3R3C.
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Flow count
2 flows
6 flows

Table 7. Average MAC layer transmission count per delivered packet
AODVAODVAODVCCDFCCDF1R1C
3R3C
3R4C
1R1C
3R3C
12.077
10.567
10.133
8.905
5.988
10.906
10.369
9.721
12.977
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Fig. 17. Comparisons with AODV and OR in scenario II network model:
(a) Packet delivery radio; (b) Average end-to-end delay; and (c) Throughput.

7.3.2. Comparison with Opportunistic Routing
In this study, source node n1 sends a single batch of 100 packets to the destinaiton node. We
study the performance by varying different hop counts between the source node and the
destination node. Specifically, we choose node n7, n11, n10, and n12 as the destination node.
Packet delivery raito, average end-to-end delay, and throuhgput performance are shown in Fig.
17a, Fig. 17b, and Fig. 17c. It can be observed that CCDF achieves packet delivery ratio
almost the same as OR but with much lower end-to-end delay. By using agent-based
coordination, nodes need not require to wait for the higher priority candidates’ forwardings.
Nodes are able to schedule the forwarding immediately upon receiving the decision from the
agent and forward the data packet whenever the medium is available. It can also be seen that
for cases with destination nodes n11, n10, and n12, which are generally located in the same
cluster in CCDF, similar delivery delay is observed regardless of the hop count from the
source. However, in OR, we observe incresing end-to-end delay which is due to additional
coordination time incurred when more forwarding candidates are involved. For the end-to-end
routing AODV, it is noted that the delivery performance and the throughput drop significantly
with the increasing number of hops between the source node and the destination node. We
observe that this performance drop in end-to-end routing is caused by probabilistic wireless
channels, non-cooperative data forwarding, and high traffic bursts.
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7.3.3. Overhead
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Fig. 18. Normalized MAC loads of AODV and CCDF in scenario II network model.

We then study the normalized control message load of AODV and CCDF with varying hop
counts between the source node and the destination node. This performance shows the number
of routing, Address Resolution Protocol (ARP), and IEEE 802.11 unicast acknowledgement
(ACK) packets transmitted at the MAC layer for each delivered data packet. In CCDF, the
routing control packets include decision request and decision reply required for distributed
agent-based coordination and cumulative acknowledgement for IEEE 802.11 broadcast
packets. Note that CCDF with MRMC does not use any additional control packets. In AODV,
the routing control packets include route request, route reply, and route error messages. This
control load performance does not include the hello message overhead as the message is sent
periodically throughout the simulation. Note that hello message is used in all protocols
(AODV, OR, and CCDF) for neighbour discovery and link metric computation. For OR, it
does not incur any additional control overhead as the batch map is embedded in the data packet
header.
As shown in Fig. 18, it can be observed that the overhead of CCDF in (n1, n7) case is very low.
In this case, the source and destination clusters are the neighbours. Thus, it does not need to
traverse another cluster, resulting in no agent-based coordination process involved. Therefore,
the routing overhead due to agent-based coordination process are not incurred. In (n1, n11), (n1,
n10), and (n1, n12) cases, although there is an increase in the overhead, the increment is minimal
and does not vary with the increasing hop count. In CCDF agent-based coordination, the
decision request and decision reply control messages are used within the cluster only.
However, in AODV, the routing control messages are sent in the network-wide manner,
resulting a significant increase in overhead with increasing hop count between the source node
and the destination node.

8. Conclusion
We have proposed a cluster-based cooperative data forwarding for single-radio single-channel
and multi-radio multi-channel (MRMC) for multi-hop wireless network. The cluster-to-cluster
expected transmission count (C2CETX) metric is introduced to compute cluster path for
forwarding. Data packet is broadcasted over the cluster path. Distributed agent-based
coordination is proposed to select the most suitable candidate dynamically. With the
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agent-based coordination, it is shown that cooperative forwarding need not require to have
global candidate relay set selection and prioritization. To further enhance the system
throughput, the CCDF-MRMC mechanism which include radio-channel assignment and
cooperaitve data forwarding over MRMC is proposed. The network simulation shows that
cooperative forwarding using agent-based coordination achieves significant performance
improvement over the cooperative forwarding using timer-based coordination. It also shows
that the CCDF with MRMC not only retains the advantage of receiver diversity in cooperative
forwarding but also minimizes the interference, which therefore maximizes the system
throughput for the network with multiple cross traffic flows.
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